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From The Editor
It’s easy to label a sentimental moment with 
phrases like, “It’s the best feeling when..” or 
“There’s nothing like..” when we experience any-
thing reviving. Discovering old music is like expe-
riencing (“Are You Experienced?” a natural body 
PQOP�ÆW_QVO�QV�N]TT�\PZW\\TM�X]ZMTa�NZWU�IZMVITQVM��
Like falling in love with the same person over and 
over again, if you can appreciate rhythm; empha-
sis; variety; repetion; and balance that music 
delivers, you can never grow tired of your one true 
love. Some things are meant to waver in and phase 
out of our lives, but the mood music can shift you 
into, or remembering where you were when you 
ÅZ[\�PMIZL�aW]Z�NI^WZQ\M�[WVO��Q[�UMIV\�\W�ZMQOV�
QV�W]Z�PMIZ\[�]V\QT�\PM�_PMMT[�NITT�WЄ��

        This second issue of Vulgar Colors is special 
for the purpose of preserving what I know to be 
genuine--The Hackney brothers are pioneers of 
a Punk movement and they’re the truth--period. 
Innovative and faithful to self, I have to give thanks 
\W�,I^QL�0IKSVMa	�:W]OP�.ZIVKQ[�LMÅVQ\MTa�ZWKSML�
my night at their New York show, and tugged at 
my heart even more for Vulgar Coloring through 
these pages. We’re just here to preserve musician-
ship by documenting what’s suppose to live on 
forever, opposesd to music with transparent, 
in-the-now tendencies. Much Light,

   Chee





Haruomi Hosono 
Typing “Rare Japanese Groove” into a search 

engine and coming across a 1973 funky selection 

inserted an additional perspective on how I saw 

funk music. Since I’m a sucker for a bass and 

drum relationship, the correlation displayed is 

]VQÅML�QV�[\ZMVO\P�IVL�LMMX�MKPWM[��<PM��!� �
ITJ]U��»8IKQÅK¼��ÅTTML�_Q\P�I^IV\̆OIZLM��[aV\PXWX�
XI\\MZV[� IVL� MTMK\ZWVQK� QVÆ]MVKM[�� PQOPTQOP\[�
WVM�XIZ\QK]TIZ�[WVO�_Q\P�ÆIZQVO�Æ]\M[�IVL�I�
rolling House bass line. Accental trumpets glow 

along the edges of  Disco. The bridge breaks down 

into a Carribean segment including a drum 

circle, but makes a smooth transition back into 

\PM�WZQOQVIT�ÆW_�WN� \PM�[WVO¼[�XZQWZ� \ZIVKM��<PM�
track is parallel to Van McCoy’s 1975’s hit “The 

0][\TMº� J]\� _Q\P� LI[PM[� WN� ÆI^WZN]T� 2IXIVM[M�
herbs and spices. 

Discovering artists from eras ago that rest in 

\PM�JW\\WU[�WN�KZI\M�JIZZMT[�JZQVO[�I�PQOP̆
esteemed light to classic songs. The feeling is 

beyond any other. Your pores open up and a rush 

WN�\ZIVY]QTQ\a�[TQ\PMZ[�Q\[¼�_Ia�QV�\W�ÅTT�̂ WQL[��;WUM�
occurrences aren’t too obvious. It took some time 

before the secret that Japanese Soul and Funk 

stain of impeccable musicianship. In relevance 

to music falling under one umbrella, we all share 

instruments and cultures to master  a sound and 

apppeal we want to create. Music is a prominent 

indicator of a universal code: 

“Free For All.” 

4 | Japanese Funk



Cortex
There are hidden gems reserved in some 

magical “music space” that crawls out from 

ununusal, untouched lands. These precious 

jewels receive a tremendously low amount of 

interaction on the internet like on YouTube, or 

on a nonexistent Pandora station for an artist 

like Cortex. Yet, Hip Hop continues to pass the 

knowledge on. This progressive 70s charm of 

.ZMVKP�2Ibb�KZMI\ML�I�[IUXTM�LWUQVW�MЄMK\��
Rick Ross’ group, Triple C’s, led the saga by 

highlighting ‘Chanson D’Un Jour D’hiver’ in 

2009. Mellowhype infused a sick deep bass 

JWW[\̆̆7LL�.]\]ZM�[\aTM�WN�KW]Z[M̆̆QV�������
Curren$y  also took note of the song’s worth 

in 2013 on ‘New Jet City.’ Six rappers, who all 

added or subtracted from this Jazz Funk 

Fusion, all admired meandering bass runs, 

persistent keys, and shimmery female vocals. 

���������)TIQV�5QWV�IVL�)TIQV�/IVLWTÅ�KWUXW[ML�I�
KWUXTM\M�JWLa�WN�_WZS�\PI\�Æ]MV\Ta�X][PM[�\PM�
boundaries of Jazz while diving into funkadel̆
QK̆QV[XQZML�XI\\MZV[��»<ZW]XMI]�*TM]¼�XZM[MV\[�I�
KILMVKM�WN�ÆI^WZML�JI[[��IVL�XQIVW�\W]KPM[�
that moves the body of work from cover to 

cover while unbelievably swallowing musĭ
cal nirvana. The emotions this song, let along 

album produces, lingers along witnessing an 

IUJ][P�WN�]X_IZL�[]VÆW_MZ[�OZW_QVO�QV�I�
ÅMTL��WZ�OZW]VLQVO�I�P]UIV�KWVVMK\QWV�_Q\P�
someone. This project ntertwines a revelation 

of artistic freedom with a tight grasp onto 

music compostion, thus provoking the 

melodies to bleed from a foundation. 



6 | Godchilla
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VC: It seems like your ear is heavy in Jazz and
percussion. What sounds inspire you? 

FN: Jazz is my favorite genre to listen to. 

*M\_MMV�\PM�JI[[��XQIVW��^QWTQV��IVL�`aTWXPWVM̆̆�
[W]VL�_Q[M̆̆\PW[M�IZM�Ua�NI^WZQ\M[�\W�_WZS�_Q\P�
 

VC: What’s your message to aspiring 
creators? 

FN: Always create things you can look back at 10 

years from now and be happy with it. Always take 

an extra step with formatting to enhance what 

can possibly happen. 

>+"�0W_�LQL�aW]�ÅVL�aW]Z�OZWW^M�_Q\P�
delivery?--Reminds me of Cool Calm Pete. 

FN: That’s an awesome comparison! I’ve been 

working on my delivery for years. Depending 

on the beat speed, I’ll write and break up what 

I’m saying into blocks giving the listener a 

head bop groove. 

VC: What are some of your upcoming 
projects?

FN:�»6QOP\NITT�6aUJ][¼�_QTT�JM�Ua�ÅVIT�[WTW�
tape that will also come in the form of a short 

ÅTU��)N\MZ�\PI\�1¼TT�ZMTMI[M�IV�-8�MV\Q\TML�
“Nebula Nymbus” which will incorporate my 

beats with songs I’ve been working on with 

some New York artists. 

VC: I enjoy your word play. What’s your 
writing process? 

FN: I like to write in a theatrical manner

making scenes or a statement using multiple 

words that rhyme with metaphors attached. 

VC: What’s your go-to album right now? 

FN: **6/��



We Salute
Maya

Angelou

“She possessed an intristic wisdom 
that will likely be witnessed, at that 
depth, once in a lifetime. The power of 
her words evoke emotions you can step 
inside and feel.”
 

 - Kyngdom x Producer x Designer 

“She taught me--through her art and 
activism--that the most revolutionary 
thing one can do is to become vulnerable; 
to expose one’s heart and soul to the 
world, and let that quinessential glow 
catalyze everything within their reach. 
Angelou’s  work provided that vulnerabil-
ity paired with an indestructible 
moral foundation that perhaps, the 
greatest strength one may ever attain.”

- Nicole Spineli x Author x Choreographer

“Maya Angelou was someone who truly 
ignited a pridefulness within me. Her 
words always gave cultivation towards 
my aspirations.” 
 

 - Yazzaspazza x Art Curator 

“When I was in the 4th grade, my mother 
made me read ‘I Know Why The Caged Bird 
Sings’ with a complete book report in 
the summer. I was so upset until I came 
to understand it. Later in life I fell 
in love with her poetry and philosophy.” 
 

 - Mel Renee x Stylist 



 �d�5WV\MVMOZQV�+WUXW[MZ

Janko Nilovic 
‘Mouvements Aquatiles’ embraces an 
endearing intimacy creating  sentimental 
value within two minutes. 
It’s like still framing magical moments 
with a blink of an eye.
Like infectious energy that soothes 
everything just for a second, Janko 
Nilovic’s compositional skills are 
extraordinary. 
Sometimes tears flow because it sounds 
that good.
Orchestras and strings have a compelling 
way of releasing a trapped interior 
supression.
I hear a song and attempt to depict 
exactly how an artist felt while in the 
creating process. 
This lovely lullaby has a high intention 
of making one feel, all too similar to 
Chargaux’s original ‘Lullaby.’ 
A moment of happiness, better yet bliss, 
sensually fills the heart.
It’s like society existing ideally how we 
desire for a vast few breathes of inhaling 
life. 
The definition of perfection is you-
beauty in the eye of one. 
This is how the sun kisses you through 
the blinds as it greets you in the morning-
How royalty greets humanitarians. 
A band of 45 musicians. 
It starts off like a ballet piece. 
Then runs into a smooth groove.
With anticipation building from horns 
and massive thuds on drums,
harmonious strings seal the deal. 

‘Mouvements Aquatiles’ 



Wilson Das Neves

How do you tell a song you love it? 
How can you thank an instrument? 
There’s a ceaseless interaction 
between (wo)man and music.
Music withdraws and revives. 
I’m searching for the talented 
cellist with frequent injuries.
The meek producer who’s strategc. 
The bedroom DJ whose locked 
up for hours spinning records 
until crashing on the turntables. 
These artists are true 
representations of the industry.
Where are the creators who are scared to 
death of another stealing their sound? 
Somewhere there’s a musician 
mentally dying 
because of their instrument. 
These folks have to be broken 
down to be brought back up-
Retration in order to achieve 
expansion. 
How do you give thanks for 
musicianship? 
Cry when those chords 
flick at the heart.
Thrash out when high energy arises. 
Ride along to a flaring brass section.
Support street musicians. 
Sit in solitude and 
reflect as it affects you. 

‘Jornada’ 



Doris 
‘DID YOU GIVE THE WORLD SOME LOVE TODAY, BABY?’

10 | Swedish Vulgarity

�����?Q\P�I�[][XMV[MN]T�IVL�KZMMXa��Å^M̆VW\M�
bass line; echoed light taps on a hi hat; 

and strikingly gloomy piano accents, this 

Swedish treasure developed a genre of its’ 

own. Unable to solely label ‘You Never Come 

Closer’ as a Funk rarity or Psychedelic gem, 

this song independently wears a crown. A 

solid correlation between bass and drums 

never ceases to fail the advocate in me that 

unconsciously, and automatically, listens for 

these two instruments to provide a serious 

foundation. 

������*I[[Q[\�IVL�P][JIVL��4]SI[�4QVLPWTU��
does an absolute superb job setting the 

tone in the introduction by presenting a 

hazardous and dark rift. A heavy bass line 

channels mass invigoration into the soul 

TQSM�QV�*][\I�:PaUM¼[�»?WW�0IP�¼�,Z]UUMZ��
Janne Carlsson, brightens an enigmatic 

mood with soft Jazz Fusion brushes, as if 

the drums in this song is symbolically on 

a quest for light in a murky reality. With 

support from an organ; a wailing electric 

guitar; and eerie background yelps, any 

depiction your mind detects of a mysterĭ
ous curiousity is more than likely valid. 



‘DID YOU GIVE THE WORLD SOME LOVE TODAY, BABY?’

8QWVMMZ[�WN�8]VS�d�,-)<0



Rough Francis 

���d�1\¼[�)�.IUQTa�)ЄIQZ

Not Only Continuing The 
Family Name but protopunk 

Legacy of
‘A Band Called DEATH’



VC: Your mothers are all strong women 
since they were also able to keep the 
family discretion. What’re their 
contributions to your musical endeavors? 

RF: Putting up with noise, not complaining, 

feeding us, and driving us around with gear 

is only the very beginning. The women in the 

NIUQTa�\I]OP\�][�UIVa�TM[[WV[̆�<PM�UW[\�
important is it’s ok to reach for the stars as 

TWVO�I[�aW]�SMMX�aW]Z�NMM\�XTIV\ML�ÅZUTa�WV�
the ground. No matter how successful we 

might get all of us still have responsibilities. 

Those responsbilities are designed to keep 

our heads at a normal size. 

>+"�?PI\¼[�aW]Z�ZM[XWV[M�\W�\PM�6M\ÆQ`�
documenary “A Band Called DEATH?”

RF: It’s great to know that the movie is 

available on a widely used platform. We’re 

happy that the movie is available to pretty 

much everybody now. We just found out the 

movie is available internationally now. 

>+"�+IV�\PM�X]VS�[KMVM�M`XMK\�I�U][QK�
collaboration with your dad and uncle? 

RF:�1�NMMT�TQSM�\PM�LQ[KW^MZa�WN�,-)<0�_I[�
the project with my dad and uncles. A lot of 

time, energy, and emotions went into un̆
earthing “..For the Whole World to See.” To 

\PQ[�LIa��1�[\QTT�KIV¼\�JMTQM^M�\PI\�,-)<0�PI[�
an audience after being in obscurity for over 

���aMIZ[��<PMZM�_QTT�LMÅVQ\MTa�JM�UWZM�U]̆
sic to come from all of The Hackneys in the 

future. You can count on that. 

VC: What is the origin of the name ‘Rough 
Francis? Any idea as to how and why David 
Hackney chose this as his solo name? 

RF: In the early 90s our Uncle Dave got the 

wild idea of reinventing himself as a country 

artist. I believe he got the name from some of 

his street drinking buddes in Detroit. I also 

remember Uncle Dave having a cat named 

»:]Єa�¼�1�\PQVS�PM�R][\�ZMITTa�TQSML�\PM�VIUM�
and we like it just as much as he did. 

VC: Would you guys consider your Uncle 
Dave an Indigo Child since he was 
brilliantly a representation of a punk 
foreshadow wave? 

RF: Yes, all of us always knew that Uncle 

Dave was the most eccentric out of my dad 

and other uncles. He lived a very simple life. 

He never had furniture at his house and not 

much food in his fridge. Uncle Dave always 

took the time to give thanks and acknowl̆
edged those who had less than he did. He was 

also famous for buying things (like guitars) 

and pawning them the next day. It’s safe to 

say that my brothers and I share some of the 

[IUM�XMZ[WVITQ\a�\ZIQ\[̆̆M[XMKQITTa�_PMV�Q\�
KWUM[�\W�OMIZ��=VKTM�,I^M�LMÅVQ\MTa�UILM�PQ[�
own rules but respected others. He did what̆
ever he felt was right for him which is pretty 

damn punk rock to me. 

VC: What’s the best advice your dad and 
uncles  ever gave you? 

RF: 4M[[WV����*IKS]X�aW]Z�JZW\PMZ�
��������4M[[WV����6M^MZ�UQ`�_MML�_Q\P�\WJIKKW� 



VC: What are some of the future projects? 

RF:�?M¼ZM�K]ZZMV\Ta�QV�\PM�[\]LQW�ÅVQ[PQVO�]X�
a few songs for a 45 that should be released 

this Fall. During Winter hibernation, we’ll be 

working on another album to be released next 

year. 

VC: Who are some artists you guys would 
like to work with?

RF: We’re open to working with anyone who 

shares the same vision as us but we prefer to 

work with one another. 

>+"�?PI\�_MZM�aW]Z�QVÆ]MVKM[�JMPQVL�X]VS�
culture as kids? 

BH: Skateboarding introduced me to a lot of 

KWWT�X]VS�[PQ\�_PMV�1�_I[�I�SQL��7VM�WN�Ua�
skater friends made me a tape of 

‘Minor Threat.’ After hearing that, my life 

was changed and I didn’t look back. 

VC: Urian, do you see yourself partnering 
with any skate brands? 

UH: It’d be cool to work with Vans someday. 

I’ve always worn Vans since I was introduced 

to skating. I’m also a huge fan of Creature 

Skateboards. They have an awesome team 

and some cool designs.

VC: What’s your favorite album right now? 

RF:�,QOOQV¼�\PM�»7P�;MM[¼�ZQOP\�VW_��<PMa�IZM�
a very exciting band. 

VC: A few Funk bands went with cool space 
themes in the 60s and 70s. What’s the 
concept behind ‘Comm To Space’ on 
»5I`QU]U�;W]T�8W_MZ'¼

RF: It’s all about communicating with the 

dead and other life forms through space. The 

concept that outer space is the division bĕ
tween earth and heaven, which can also be 

a port to exchange conversations with those 

who left the earth.

VC:  Who are your go-to bands? 

RF:�,-)<0�`�5+��`�<PM�;\WWOM[�`�<PM�?PW�
`�6MQT�AW]VO�`�+]Z\Q[�5IaÅMTL�`�2IUM[�
*ZW_V�`�<PM�:IUWVM[�`�*IL�*ZIQV[�`�<PM�
Monkees x Minor Threat 

VC: Brass or strings? 

BH:�*W\P�_WZS�_MTT�J]\�QN�1�PIL�\W�KPWW[M�WVM�
or the other, I’d go with brass. 

VC: What is your message to your audience 
as musicians? 

RF: 3MMX�:WKS̆6̆:WTT�M`KQ\QVO��QVNWZUI\Q^M�
and dangerous. 

VC: Some of the rawest talent doesn’t 
receive the light it deserves. Please tell me 
your Uncle Dannis isn’t working as an 
overnight maintenance worker anymore? 

RF: He’s not anymore. My dad and uncle are 

X]Z[]QVO�WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[�_Q\P�,-)<0�N]TT�\QUM��
It’s a dream come true for them. �

14 | On Stage With Rough Francis



Sylvia Striplin
<PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�6M_�AWZS�2Ibb�IVL�.]VS�[QVOMZ��
Sylvia Striplin, graced my ears, I was stashing 

away collegiate memories in an oversized suit̆
case in Florida. Not like that was over a decade 

ago but stumbling across ‘Can’t Turn Me Away’  

29 years after its’ golden birth, took me back 

into an era where progressive Soul began to 

JTMML�QV\W�TQY]QL�.]VS��+IVLQL�ÆI[PJIKS[�WN�I�
bassist slapping on six strings to a new Funk 

order dominates a nostalgic infatuation with piŏ
neers of this particular sound. Vibraphonist and 

innovator, Roy Ayers, foundationally does utter 

LIUIOM�_Q\P�\PM�XZWL]K\QWV��»-^MZaJWLa�TW^M[�
the sunshine” and everybody loves Roy Ayers’ 

musical inclination. Classic Soul and Funk has 

PMI^QTa�QVÆ]MVKML�OMVZM[�\W�JT]Z�TQVM[��_PQKP�Q[�
why this beat was sampled more than 17 times. 

      As I felt my ears marinate to Striplin’s 

number one hit of her career, another tally mark 

was added to the list of songs I can’t breathe 

without. There’s a beautiful science as to how I 

ZM\IQV�\PM�_MIT\P�NZWU�M`XMZQMVKM[�_PMV�ÅZ[\�
discovering a song. Recalling exactly where I 

was, my endeavors and interests at the time, 

even what patterns I wore that day, creates 

NWVL�UMUWZQM[�1�TI\KP�WV\W��-^MV�\PW]OP�UMŬ
ory space teeters close to overcapacity, a good 

groove instills its’ purpose and I always 

remember precisely how I felt. Music genuiely 

is everything. 



16 | Mama Africa 

Miriam Makeba My mother has always been a savvy lady 

with her music selection. Tales of her host̆
ing college kickbacks and running a Houston 

nightclub in her twenties, naturally instilled 

a particular ingredient with my relationship 

to music. When my mom and I were room̆
mates before departing for college, she was 

the mom who let me feel my way through it. 

She’d allow me to mandate what spilled from 

the car speakers or blast my stereo system 

loud enough to make the windows shake. I 

don’t like to ask for much so I kept it vague 

while stating, “Give whatever you would like 

in regards to helping me as a writer.” My 

;IVLa�*IJa¼[�XWQV\[�QVKZMI[ML�_PMV�[PM�
blessed me with a record player and a life 

[]XXTa�WN�[]OIZ̆KWI\ML�^QVaT[�\PQ[�XI[\�
Christmas. “The Store”entails her record 

KWTTMK\QWV�WN�IZ\Q[\[�WN�ITT�KITQJMZ[̆̆[PM�
particularly gets down with Funk, Soul, 

and Disco. 

       Sounds were frolicking in my head while 

rummaging through the store. A striking, 

earthy album cover read of Miriam Makeba. 

?PM\PMZ�Q\�_I[�IV�I^WKILW̆TQSM�OZIXPQK�WN�I�
mask that intrigued the eye, or the plump 

patterened font, “The Voice of Africa,” it made 

me smirk to know my mother was grooving 

before I was even thought of. ‘Come To 

/TWZa¼�KWVKT]LM[�\PQ[�)NZW̆4I\QV�ZMKWZL�_Q\P�
gentle conga taps, this sneaky bass line that 

paints an intimate couple trotting to Tango, 

and accentual background vocals. Simplicity 

always wins. A subtle accoustic feel was an 

QVNMK\QW][�_Ia�\W�KWVKT]LM��\PQ[�)NZW̆+]JIV�
Jazz album. We salute “Mama Africa” for 

being quite an icon throughout the 1950s and 

��[�NWZ�[XZMILQVO�)NZQKIV�QVÆ]MVKM[�WV\W����
countries. 



DEADSTOCK

D E V

VC: You like the snare huh? 

DSD: Hell yeah I do! Ha. I add claps and other 

sounds to my tracks to give them more of a 

deeper sound, just how Dr. Dre would stack his 

claps and snares. The snare holds a special place 

in my heart. 

VC: What aspects of music have you studied to 
get to the art of producing? 

DSD: I studied Ye, Dilla, and 9th’s styles. At a 

certain time, those were the only artists I listened 

to just to gain inspiration. 

>+"�?PI\�PI^M�aW]�JMMV�M`XTWZQVO�I[�I�
producer lately? 

DSD: I’ve been reversing samples. I recently 

sampled David Grusin’s ‘I’ve Got You Where I 

Want You’ and ‘ Amerie’s ‘Why Dont We Fall In 

4W^M�¼�1�[TW_ML�LW_V�\PM�XQ\KP�IVL�IKKQLMV\ITTa�
hit the reverse button on my Maschine, and it 

came out so ill. 

VC: What are you listening to right now? 

DSD: I’ve been jamming Mali Music, Daley and 

;IU�;UQ\P��*WJ�2IUM[�I[�_MTT̆̆\PI\�O]a�PI[�
nothing but classics. I just bought one of his 

live vinyls. What have you’ve been listening to, 

Cheebs?

VC: Pink Floyd, Curren$y, French Jazz, and 
some 90s grunge. I’m in love with Bad Brain’s 
‘I Luv I Jah’ right now. The bass kills me. 
Which vinyls do you keep going back to? 

DSD:�;\M^QM�?WVLMZ¼[�»;WVO[�QV�\PM�3Ma�WN�4QNM¼�
IVL�»0Ma�4W^M¼�Ja�<PM�6M_�:W\IZa�+WVVMK\QWV��



� �d�8WTQ[P�2Ibb�

Michal Urbaniak

'Fresh air what a day,” is an identical depiction in 

describing imagery that comes to mind while lis̆
tening to Michal Urbaniak’s collectables of straight 

Funk. Passionate talent that pours into sweaty 

performances births life into the idea of utilizing 

an instrument to release a certain exhalation. 

=ZJIVQIS�KIV�MI[QTa�ZMKMQ^M�KZMLQ\�I[�IV�QVÆ]MVKMZ�
of fusing Hip Hop with Jazz. His violin solos and 

compositional attributes created history in which 

_M�ITT�KIV�ZMTI\M�\W�\WLIă̆\PM�KWVVMK\QWV�\W�\PM�
culture engulfed in Hip Hop. How a Polish Jazz 

musician collected U.S. citizenship and started an 

urban movement in this whimsical, yet magical city 

of New York, is beyond raw talents’ greatest 

member. 

        As a pleasantly gentle voice sweeps across a 

smooth and mellow beat, it’s understood as the 

UMTWLa�M`MUXTQÅM[�Q\[MTN��I[�\W�_Pa�\PQ[�XIZ\QK]TIZ�
song has been sampled in multiple projects. From 

)�<ZQJM�+ITTML�9]M[\�\W�<PM�*MI[\QM�*Wa[�\W�:I_�
8ZWL]KM��[IUXTQVO�NZWU�¹\PQ[�N]KSQVO�8WTQ[P�ÅLLTMZ�
[who’s] got the sound,” says Miles Davis, is an 

IKK]ZI\M�[\I\MUMV\��5ILTQJ�IVL�.TaQVO�4W\][�IT[W�
ÅLLTML�_Q\P�\PM�ZMKWZL�»-[K\I[a�¼�4Q[\MV�\W�».]VSa�
Feeling’ to see exactly where this man can go! 

Music plays a prominent role in bringing people 

together in exchange of prevailing a concept of one 

sound.

‘A day in the Park’





www.vulgarcolors.tumblr.com


